I threw down Bliss with the exclamation, "She's done for!" Indeed I dont see how much faith in her as woman or writer can survive that sort of story. I shall have to accept the fact, I'm afraid, that her mind is a very thin soil, laid an inch or two deep upon very barren rock. For Bliss is long enough to give her a chance of going deeper. Instead she is content with superficial smartness; & the whole conception is poor, cheap, not the vision, however imperfect, of an interesting mind. She writes badly too. And the effect was as I say, to give me an impression of her callousness & hardness as a human being. I shall read it again; but I don't suppose I shall change. She'll go on doing this sort of thing, perfectly to her & Murry's satisfaction. . . . Or is it absurd to read all this criticism of her personally into a story? (D 1: 179) I've not read K. Mansfield [The Garden Party] , and don't mean to. I read Bliss; and it was so brilliant,-so hard, and so shallow, and so sentimental that I had to rush to the bookcase for something to drink. Shakespeare, Conrad, even Virginia Woolf. But she takes in all the reviewers, and I daresay I'm wrong (don't be taken in by that display of modesty.) Middleton Murry is a posturing Byronic little man; pale; penetrating: with bad teeth; histrionic; an egoist; not, I think, very honest; but a good journalist, and works like a horse, and writes the poetry a very old hack might write-but this is spiteful. Do not let my views reach the public. People say we writers are jealous. (L 2: 514-15) Understandably eager to associate a Mansfield descending from the modest pedestal on which the New Criticism had brief ly placed her with an increasingly canonical female contemporary, critics have regularly summoned snippets of Woolf 's gossipy remarks as evidence of her warranted jealousy before proceeding to make their "cases for Katherine."
2 But I wish to linger over Woolf 's words, to place them within the context of the writers' six-year friendship, and to ref lect on Woolf becoming a professional author with Mansfield serving as both an inspiring instigator and an ardent antagonist. Instead of brushing aside her comments, I want to follow an example Woolf herself would establish during the 1920s and acknowledge gossip's potential for attracting to literature a broader range of readers keen on discovering what they have in common with its characters and its creators. And by digging beneath the "dirt" as a Woolfian "common reader" might, I hope to present a more nuanced picture of Woolf and Mansfield as friends and rivals entering a competitive publishing marketplace not unlike our own.
Even as many of her male contemporaries were trying to solidify a profession of English criticism that shunned as "gossip" an overly biographical approach to interpretation, Woolf understood that readerly curiosity about the lives of authors would continue to encourage textual circulation more than formal criticism ever could. Though she did worry that chatter about writers might limit how they were read, she saw clearly how gossip would draw more ordinary readers to literature, and to the process of "making" their own "wholes" out of the authors and works they avidly read (E 3: 483ff ). In " Byron & Mr Briggs" (1921) , the abandoned introduction to the collection that would become The Common Reader (1925) , Woolf celebrated gossip's ability to inspire everyday readers to wait "‹impatiently› for three weeks to get Byrons letters from the library" (E 3: 479), and encourage them to form their own images of writers and ideas about their writings. It was thus in response to emerging academic critics as well as to the experience of reading, being read by, and conversing with Mansfield that Woolf conceived of a more independent "common reader" who did
